
3RD LAYER

WAYLAY JACKET

Arranged from least to 
most elemental resistance

Arranged from least to 
most insulation

Arranged from next-to-
skin to optional layer

Arranged from active 
casual to business casual

PROST HOODY

A2B T-SHIRT

SULLIVAN PANT CRONIN PANT BASTION PANT RIVERINE TROUSER ATLIN CHINO

A2B POLO SHIRT CAPTIVE LS POLO CUESTA HENLEY BERNAL SHIRT

A2B VINTON JACKET COVERT HOODY TAIGA JACKET RICO SHACKET

SOLANO JACKET KARDA JACKET ALLUVIAL JACKET AMES JACKET

2ND LAYER

1ST LAYER

BOTTOMS
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1ST LAYER // Cuesta Henley

When you want all-day  
comfort in a top that can be 
worn as an active baselayer, 
over a tee or button-down for 
office wear, or on its own for 
easy style, look no further than 
the Cuesta Henley.

BOTTOMS // Riverine Trouser

Designed for the rigors of any 
given day, the Riverine Trouser 
combines the classic hand of 
cotton with the performance of 
Cordura nylon and a touch of 
stretch for a pant that looks as 
great in the office as it does on 
the trail. 

3RD LAYER // Alluvial Jacket

Taking the performance 
requirements for a technical 
shell jacket and merging them 
with an all-day aesthetic, the 
Alluvial Jacket brings 
innovative performance to 
a functional silhouette. 

2ND LAYER // Taiga Jacket

Crafting the ultimate midlayer 
jacket meant fusing the all-day 
comfort of a cardigan with the 
functional performance of an 
insulated jacket, all in a 
package that looks good for 
any activity.  
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Curating a base selection of product to define the styling, fabrication, and 
direction of the Spring ‘19 product assortment.


